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Address CB Showers, Inc 
1160 Industrial Road # 10 
San Carlos, CA 94070

Country USA

State California

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We can fulfill most interior glass needs, but our specialty and main concentration is top of the line heavy glass Frameless shower enclosures. Included
in this category are room partitions, water closet dividers and the like. For secondary bathrooms and smaller budgets, we offer many standard models
of framed, semi-framed and sliding enclosures. To seal and protect these glass enclosures and ease the burden of overall maintenance of the glass,
we can treat your new enclosure with Diamon-Fusion®. Our comprehensive showroom includes a wide variety of models and options to assist in your
selection process and is continually being updated to include the latest innovations on the market. In addition to enclosures, we sell and install vanity
and wall mirrors as well as miscellaneous glass products such as table tops, bar shelves and backpainted glass. We stand behind our installations
100%.
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